
Billie Basket and Sterling Coaster Supply List

Welcome to the Sallie Tomato Billie Basket and Sterling Coaster set class!

I’m Martha Westerberg. I’ve been sewing with cork for several years and am excited to show 
you how to make bags using cork.  People sometimes have cork-phobia but it is sooo easy to 
sew!  No raveling, but pin holes will show so we will use wonder clips.

Cork is fun to sew and there are so many beautiful bags, and home décor to make. The 
possibilities are endless!

I will see you on October 13th and we will start promptly at 10am so please arrive early enough 
that your sewing machine is set up, threaded and ready to go!

Thanks, Martha

Supplies you need to purchase to prepare for class
-The Billie Basket and Sterling Coaster patterns (available at QQ)
-12’ x 25” cork or faux leather
-21” x 25” of cork or faux leather to coordinate with first cork 
-Heavy stabilizer -bosal craftex 1/4 yard of 20”
-Rivets-size small and medium available in nickel, gold, antique, gunmetal and rose gold
-The Sterling metal corners available in nickel, gold, antique, gunmetal and rose gold. 
-Also, 4 script monograms of your choice if you want them

Quilters Quest can order the above items if not in stock in the store. Allow 2 weeks for the 
orders to arrive.

Watch the YouTube Sallie Tomato video on Billie Bag and Sterling Coasters before class.

Day of class supply list
Come to class with pieces already cut out
Sewing machine in good working order
Universal or microtex 80/12 needles
Thread and bobbin to match your cork
Wonder clips, larger sized wonder clips are also helpful
Chalk or removable marking pen
Scissors
12” ruler, 6” measuring stick
Small hammer
Seam ripper
Scissors
Thread/bobbin to match your fabric and cork
A rotary punch – 1 will be available but if you continue to work with cork, you will need one.
Rivet setting tool - 1 will be available but if you continue to work with cork, you will need one.

A desire to learn new skills and have fun with friends!


